the whole human race straining through the neck of the 53
bottle here, searching for egress into the world of light
and beauty. May they come, may they disembark, may
they stay and rest awhile in peace. And on a glad day let
them .push on, let them cross the narrow strait, on, on, a
few more miles—to Epidaurus, the very seat of tranquil-
lity, the world center of the healing art.
Some days intervened before I saw with my own eyes
the still, healing splendor of Epidaurus. During that in-
terval I almost lost my life, but of that I will speak in a
moment. Our destination was Hydra- where Ghika and
his wife awaited us. Hydra is almost a bare rock of an
island and its population, made up almost exclusively of
seamen, is rapidly dwindling. The town, which clusters
about the harbor in the form of an amphitheatre, is im-
maculate. There are only two colors, blue and white, and
the white is whitewashed every day, down to the cobble-
stones in the street. The houses are even more cubistically
. arranged than at Po'ros. Aesthetically it is perfect, the
very epitome of that flawless anarchy which supersedes,
because it includes and goes beyond, all the formal ar-
rangements of the imagination. This purity, this wild and
naked perfection of Hydra, is in great part due to the
spirit of the men who once dominated the island. For cen-
turies the men of Hydra were bold, buccaneering spirits:
the island produced nothing but heroes and emancipators.
The least of them was an admiral at heart, if not in fact
To recount the exploits of the men of Hydra would be
-to write a book about a race of madmenj it would mean
writing the word DARING across the firmament in let-
ters of fire.
Hydra is a rock which rises out of the sea like a huge
loaf of petrified bread. It is the bread turned to stone
which the artist receives as reward for his labors when he
first catches sight of the promised land! After the uterine

